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Introduction
Subject files, research materials, and teaching materials related to the Freedom of Information Act, government secrecy, and electronic records of an investigative reporter and professor of journalism.

Box List

Box 1
Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) speech
Hackers -- legal questions
Computer viruses -- sabotage
Copyright law & computers
Teaching materials
The Electronic J-School
AEJMC -- public policy
What is the Info Highway
Electronic FOIA bills
Issues in New Communications Technologies
FOIA -- Electronic records reports

Box 2
Executive Orders, paper
"Bureaucracy is the Problem"
FOIA updates
Dept.of Defense, Dept of Energy classification programs
Foreign FOIA laws
Coalition on Government Information newsletters

Box 3
FOIA book proposal
Reports on Govt. secrecy, issued by Congress
"Does FOIA Increase the Credibility of News Stories?"
Project materials

Box 4
Secrecy, book reviews
FOIA -- art
FOIA -- 1966 passage
Congress, access to information
Spying in New Mexico
Jimmy Carter & Secrecy
FOIA -- Sunshine Committee
FOIA -- Ombudsman
State FOIA laws
FOIA --Federal Agency contacts -- IRE article
The Right to Lie
Privatization of Federal Information
FOIA exemption B-3
Justice Dept., FOIA Updates
Education secrecy
Classification article
Declassified handbook
Beyond Top Secret
FOIA lectures

Box 5
British secrecy
Over-classification
"Whatever Happened to the Energy Beat?"
FOIA -- Who Uses the FOIA?
FOIA -- Agenda setting theory
Media -- Newspaper Editorial Endorsements
Iran-Contra
Whistleblowers